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Magdalinos was well aflame ; Ghanotakis, a mess of
tortured iron shutters and broken bottles and counters, had
caught the hot infection. A wind was blowing the fire in
thirsty tongues across the roadway. Beyond the triumphal
arch of Haile Selassie, nailed together out of gorgeous
plaster, somebody had been tampering with the benzine in
Paleologue's garage. The orange god of arson was licking
the lip-like windows of Paleologue in preparation for a
feat, and looking up the hill to the wooden shops and
Armenian shanties that surrounded Giorghis ; whose roof
still seemed as if it had been made of silver.
We stopped at Mme. Hardy's. All looted. All the doors
broken. Two drunken Ethiopians, a man and a woman,
sat with an appearance of immovable sottish gravity upon
two rocking-chairs. When they saw me and my melo-
dramatic gun they, slowly rose and, in a dignified way,
tumbled the whole flight downstairs.
Old Bevan and Mrs. Bevan of a Mission nearby were
called upon by Taylor, who in a military manner asked
them if they would care to be saved. He spent a hair-
raising twenty minutes in the car in front of the house
while they squared the matter with their consciences within
and the Ethiopians with their rifles without.
It was two days before their place was looted. An
ancient Abyssinian convert, on Bevan's instructions when he
left, sat behind the counter and handed, with appropriate
solemnity, a copy of the Gospels to any thief who
staggered in.
The clergy were at it too. As I passed Bohnenberger's,
once the leading photographic firm of Addis, a tipsy
Ethiopian priest staggered out with a roll of film in his
hand. I fancy he mistook it for a sporting cartridge.
The 'poorest Europeans, pathetically shabby and dirty,
were still struggling out to the Legations. Near the
Makonnen Bridge which marked the right turn of Addis's
main street, a wretched Greek woman stumbled along
crying her heart out, supported and protected on either
side by two hollow-eyed, hollow-cheeked elderly Levantines.
Her reddish hair was streaming away where an Ethiopian
had grabbed her hat, for many were running past her 'this
way and that; she still wore an old fur-collared coat, and
under her bedraggled sleeve she carried what looked like

